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NEW QUESTION 34

Which configuration steps are required to derive loss-adjusted kWh on a measuring component based on a loss factor value related

to a service point?

*  Configure a Service Point Characteristic Type and derivation algorithm, and then associate the algorithm to the Measuring

Component Type and the characteristic value to the service point.

*  Configure an SQI and the derivation algorithm, and then associate the algorithm to the Measuring Component Type and SQI to

the service point.

*  Configure a factor and derivation algorithm, and then associate the factor to the Measuring Component Type and the derivation

algorithm to the service point.

*  Configure a factor and derivation algorithm, and then associate both to the Measuring Component Type and service point.
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*  Configure a Service Point Characteristic Type, factor, derivation algorithm, and Service Quantity Identifier (SQI), and then

associate the SQI and derivation algorithm to the Measuring Component Type and the characteristic value to the service point.

NEW QUESTION 35

You are configuring a VEE group to include rules to be executed when loading the initial measurement data (IMD).

What is the VEE group directly associated with?

*  Device Type and Measuring Component Type

*  Measuring Component Type

*  Device Type

*  Usage Type

*  Device Configuration Type

NEW QUESTION 36

When the source of a Financial Transaction is canceled, what does it result in?

*  The source Financial Transaction is deleted and a new reversal Financial Transaction is created.

*  A new reversal Financial Transaction is created.

*  The source Financial Transaction status is changed to &#8220;Canceled&#8221;.

*  The source Financial Transaction is deleted.

*  No change occurs.

NEW QUESTION 37

Which two are &#8220;Are SP and Device Ready?&#8221; state algorithms for Enable Service? (Choose two.)

*  Customer Device Compatibility Check

*  Create Service Point

*  Check for Measurement

*  Create Usage Subscription

*  Start Service Agreement

NEW QUESTION 38

As part of the service order processing, the algorithm D1-CNSPINSDV (Connect SP and/or Install Device) determines if a specific

activity needs to be created based on the state of the service point.

Based on the status of the service point, what can this algorithm create?

*  Device

*  Device Configuration

*  Smart Meter Command

*  Service Point

NEW QUESTION 39

Usage transactions can contain date breaks. Which is used to supply date breaks?

*  the Deferred Monitor Calculation Algorithm

*  the Usage Subscription Type

*  the requesting system or user input

*  the Usage Subscription BO
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NEW QUESTION 40

How many service agreements are linked to a severance process?

*  all service agreements that are connected to the initiating overdue process

*  one

*  any number defined by the business user

*  zero &#8211; accounts are linked to severance processes

*  all service agreements that are connected to the initiating collection process

NEW QUESTION 41

What can cause a bill segment to have multiple bill calculation headers?

*  multiple Rate Version Calculation Group

*  multiple Scheduled Read Dates covered by the bill period

*  proration at Bill Factor level

*  multiple service agreements being covered by a bill segment

*  proration at Calculation Rules level

NEW QUESTION 42

Which usage rule would be used to retrieve scalar measurements and convert the total from one unit of measure to another?

*  Get Scalar Details and Math

*  Get Scalar Details and Apply Formula

*  A custom set of usage rules must be written.

*  Get Scalar Details and Axis Conversion

NEW QUESTION 43

Which three initial measurement data (IMD) exception categories are available when you execute VEE rules?

(Choose three.)

*  Issue

*  Terminate

*  Low

*  Information

*  Complete

NEW QUESTION 44

A usage subscription must exist before usage transactions can be calculated for a specific service point.

Where do you configure the usage recipient?

*  in the Usage Rule Type

*  in the Service Point Type

*  in the Device Type

*  in the Measuring Component Type

*  in the Usage Subscription Type

NEW QUESTION 45
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The base package usage transaction business object is represented by D2-UsageTransaction. The usage calculation engine or process

drives the specifics of the usage to be calculated on this business object.

Based on this, which three configuration areas will have an impact on the usage calculation process? (Choose three.)

*  VEE rule

*  TOU map

*  Usage Rule

*  Factor Override

NEW QUESTION 46

New: An electric utility is starting an Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) roll-out for their residential customers. The initial plan

is to roll out devices from their manufacturer with potentially three different device models. The customer has not decided what

head-end systems they will use to communicate with these devices. Based on the customer&#8217;s initial roll-out strategy, the

devices will have to be configured consistently to support existing tariffs for billing.

Which is a valid consideration to determine the setup of device type administrative data for this implementation?

*  billing usage rules

*  the model number

*  the device&#8217;s date of manufacturer

*  valid head-end systems, valid device configuration types, and the electricity service type

NEW QUESTION 47

Which entity defines the type of collection process to start based on age of debt, amount of debt, and type of customer?

*  Debt Class

*  Customer Class

*  Collection Class Control

*  Collection Class

*  Collection Process Template

NEW QUESTION 48

What happens when a device&#8217;s measuring components are reconfigured (a new measuring component will be read) at a

service point?

*  A device with a new configuration type is created.

*  The original installation event is updated with the &#8220;removal&#8221; (expire old device configuration).

*  A device with a new configuration type is created. Moreover, a new installation event is created to &#8216;install&#8221; (new

device configuration).

*  The original installation event is updated with the &#8220;removal&#8221; (expire old device configuration) and a new

installation event is created to &#8220;install&#8221; (new device configuration).

*  A new installation event is created to &#8220;install&#8221; (new device configuration).

NEW QUESTION 49

Your customer&#8217;s initial measurement data (IMD) has been imported and can be viewed through the Measuring Component

portal, but is not in the &#8220;Final&#8221; measurement status.

What can you assume that the IMD has passed?
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*  Critical Validation

*  Multiplier Check Validation

*  Sum Check Validation

*  Critical Validation, High/Low Check Validation, and Sum Check Validation

*  High/Low Check Validation

NEW QUESTION 50

How do you ensure that specific Validation, Editing, and Estimation (VEE) rules are applied to estimated measurements?

*  by adding the estimation rules to the Manual Override VEE Group to the Measuring Component Type

*  by adding the VEE Group to the Device Configuration Type

*  by adding the VEE Group as the Fallback VEE Group for the appropriate VEE role

*  by adding the VEE Group to the Device Type

NEW QUESTION 51

Throughout its lifecycle, an asset&#8217;s disposition changes as it is moved between locations and service statuses.

Which are valid asset dispositions?

*  Receiving; Installed; Storage; Retired

*  In Receipt; In Field; In Stores; Retired

*  In Receipt; Installed; In Stores; Retired

*  Receiving; In Field; Storage; Retired

NEW QUESTION 52

How many bill segment-related financial transactions do Payment Arrangements have?

*  depends on the number of bills that will contain the customer&#8217;s payment arrangement details

*  one

*  depends on the number of payments that are part of the payment arrangement

*  unlimited

*  none

Reference:

20Bill%20Customers/4.2.2.12%20CCB.v2.4.Manage%20Payment%20Arrangement%20Charges.pdf (14)

NEW QUESTION 53

What contains the details of how a bill was calculated and how it will be printed on a bill?

*  Calculation Rules

*  Rate Schedule

*  Service Agreement

*  Bill Segments

*  Bill

NEW QUESTION 54

When creating a new business object for a service point (SP), what items are required to be able to view and update the new

elements associated with the SP?

*  Maintenance Object, Application Service, and Schema
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*  Schema, Validation Algorithm, and Maintenance UI Map

*  Display UI Map, Display Map Service Script, and Maintenance UI Map

*  Validation Algorithm, Post Processing Algorithm, and Lifecycle

NEW QUESTION 55

When a service agreement is created, it is based on a template called the Service Agreement Type (SA Type) and values may be

defaulted from a Start Option.

Which three attributes can get defaulted from a Start Option? (Choose three.)

*  Terms and Conditions

*  Service to be billed

*  Contract Quantities

*  CIS Division

*  Rate

NEW QUESTION 56

A device has one or more measuring components that measure consumption, demand, or other values.

Which lists two attributes of a measuring component?

*  Channel Multiplier and Channel ID

*  Channel ID and Badge Number

*  Serial Number and Badge Number

*  Model and Serial Number

*  Manufacturer and Model

NEW QUESTION 57

Using a base-supplied algorithm type, what is payment distribution priority typically determined by?

*  Customer Class and Service Agreement Type

*  Payment Type + Debt Age

*  Debt Age

*  Service Agreement Type&#8217;s Priority and Debt Age

*  Customer Class and Debt Age

	

	

Oracle 1Z0-996-21 Exam Syllabus Topics:
TopicDetailsTopic 1- Explain the concept of Service Order Children Activities-  Maintain and Manage Customer InformationTopic

2 - Use the Get Scalar Details usage rule to retrieve scalar measurements for scalar internal measuring components-  Explain

the differences between initial measurements, final measurements, and usageTopic 3- Explain the high level process of

loading measurements through to calculating usage-  Explain the relationships between usage transactions and usage
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subscriptionsTopic 4- Explain the possible relationships between measuring components, service points and usage

subscriptions-  Explain the IMD exception statuses and the Automatic Retry functionalityTopic 5- Manage Overpayment and

Payment Distribution-  Explain the concept of a measuring component and the strcutures that represent them
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